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Each trend includes a brief trend summary, a footnoted source, and discussion questions to help you and your team analyze and act on the trend.
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SocialTrends
In this section:
• Highlighting model disability
inclusion programs
• Setting student mental health
standards
• Snarling innovation
• Engaging faculty in change
• Preparing for the unknown
• Redefining university board
fundamentals
• Identifying the competencies
employers want
• Improving guided pathways
• Sidebar: Making inclusion strategic

Inclusivity Programs for People with Disabilities
Disability is often an overlooked facet of inclusivity, according to a program coordinator in Vanderbilt University’s Office of Inclusive Excellence. Eight
of Vanderbilt’s programs have been featured by the US Department of Labor as exemplar inclusion programs for people with disabilities. One program
for students with intellectual disabilities, Next Steps, customizes paths for academic achievement, independent-living skills, career development, and
engagement in university life. Another program supports and develops the talents of individuals with autism in the university’s school of engineering. Also on the
list: a program through which young adults with disabilities share residences with divinity students.1
◆ For discussion
• How well does our institution serve individuals with disabilities?
• Do we need to do more to expand awareness across campus around the needs of individuals with disabilities?
• How can we expand our services in support of people with disabilities?

1	Ann Marie Deer Owens, “Vanderbilt disability inclusion programs receive national recognition,” Vanderbilt University, November 13, 2020, https://news.vanderbilt.edu/2020/11/13/vanderbiltdisability-inclusion-programs-receive-national-recognition.
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Setting a Standard for Mental Health
Colleges and universities have a new resource in their ongoing efforts
to support student mental health and well-being. The Mental Health
Commission of Canada has released the first national standard for student
mental health in postsecondary institutions. Designed to help guide policies,
procedures, and practices, the evidence-based framework supports five
key outcomes: greater awareness and reduced stigma around mental
health; increased access to student supports both on and off campus;
better life and resiliency skills for students; healthier and safer institutional
environments; and improved opportunities for student success. 2

Deeper Dive:
In a 2019 study of college and university presidents, eight out of ten
leaders said that student mental health had become more of a priority on
their campus than it was three years prior. “Concerns related to student
mental health are reaching the president’s desk with great frequency,”
the study found. More than two-thirds of presidents (72 percent) reported
that they had reallocated money or found additional funds to help
address student mental health issues. 3

Not Even Remotely Innovative

• How well do we understand the extent and depth to which our learners
experience mental health challenges?

Assessing the current climate for innovation in colleges and universities,
The Chronicle of Higher Education found a mixed bag. While the pandemic’s
adversity might spark more creativity, working in “survival mode” might
squash it. 4 Part of the challenge might be remote working. It’s not that
remote workers are slacking off—in fact, productivity has been stable or
gone up for companies that moved to remote work during the pandemic.
Instead, a Wharton professor suggests that remote workers can find it
difficult to collaborate, and need training, effective tools, and regular
routines for interacting productively with colleagues online. 5

• How do we determine what policies, procedures, and practices we need to
treat student mental illness and promote well-being?

◆ For discussion

◆ For discussion

• How has remote work affected our ability to innovate?

• How has COVID-19 affected the mental health of our institution’s staff
as well as students? How are we addressing those additional challenges?

• What kind of training do we provide to those who work remotely? How
does it help them to be creative and collaborate?
• Do we need to invest in different software or other tools to help remote
workers collaborate effectively?

2

Mental Health Commission of Canada, “First national Standard of its kind aims to help
Canada’s post-secondary institutions support positive mental health and well-being for
students,” October 7, 2020, www.mentalhealthcommission.ca/English/news-article/14000/
first-national-standard-its-kind-aims-help-canadas-post-secondary-institutions.

3

Hollie Chessman and Morgan Taylor, “College Student Mental Health and Well-Being: A Survey
of Presidents,” Higher Education Today, American Council on Education, www.higheredtoday.
org/2019/08/12/college-student-mental-health-well-survey-college-presidents.
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4	Goldie Blumenstyk, “The Edge: Election Results Spell Bad News for Higher-Ed Innovation
When It’s Needed Most,” The Chronicle of Higher Education, November 11, 2020, www.
chronicle.com/newsletter/the-edge/2020-11-11.
5

Wharton Business Daily, “If Pandemic Productivity Is Up, Why Is Innovation Slowing Down?,”
Knowledge@Wharton, November 10, 2020, https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/
pandemic-productivity-is-up-why-is-innovation-slowing-down.
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Helping Faculty Be the Change
Do you ever find yourself complaining about faculty resistance to change? It might be worth reexamining
how you engage faculty in innovation, change, and planning. In a recent interview, Edward Leach, executive
director of the National Institute for Staff and Organizational Development at the University of Texas at
Austin, discussed tips for engaging faculty in productive change. For starters, integrate faculty expertise
into planning from the start. Seek insights and help from faculty members who relish the role of change
agent. Make sure there’s adequate space for a productive discussion and avenues to help nurture faculty
buy-in. One university appointed a faculty representative to its president’s cabinet to help ensure that
faculty voices are heard at that level. 6
◆ For discussion
• How do our faculty currently participate in planning, innovation, and change? How do they want to
participate?
• Do we give faculty the resources they need to innovate and/or contribute to change efforts?
• Which faculty members are eager to participate in planning and change initiatives?

Preparing for the Unknown Unknowns
The unexpected ramifications of the pandemic underscored the
need for organizations to be resilient—and some organizations
rose to the challenge better than others. Leadership expert John
Baldoni suggests that organizations that have fared better in the
era of COVID-19 typically have a culture that includes preparing
for “unknown unknowns.” One tactic: scenario planning techniques
like “red teaming”—subjecting strategic intentions to different and
perhaps contrarian thinking. Also essential, he says, are leaders who
are humble enough to know that they don’t have all the answers and
who are willing to “embrace alternate views.” 7
◆ For discussion
• What lessons has our institution learned from dealing with the
pandemic’s unexpected events and trends?
• How does our institution prepare for the unknown unknowns?
• What skills, tools, and processes do we need to adopt to develop
our organization’s resilience?
6	Edward Leach, “Institutional Innovation: Keeping Faculty Involved,” The EvoLLLution, November 5, 2020, https://evolllution.com/
managing-institution/operations_efficiency/institutional-innovation-keeping-faculty-involved.
7

John Baldoni, “Putting resilience into your organization,” SmartBrief, November 13, 2020, www.smartbrief.com/original/2020/11/
putting-resilience-your-organization.
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Better Across the Board
The consultancy McKinsey finds that too many
college and university boards “don’t have the
basics right, making it harder to navigate the
current moment and plan for the future.” Three
best practices can help boards “improve how they
execute core functions”: improve cooperation
between the board and the administration,
redefine board structure, and set clear board
processes and norms. Those recommendations
may seem pedestrian, McKinsey says, but many
boards need fundamental fixes like those to be
better equipped to support an institution’s mission
in today’s fast-changing landscape. 8
◆ For discussion
• Based on the best practices described in the
article, how does our board measure up?
• How do our board’s structure, processes, and/
or norms impact our ability to achieve our
mission?
• What is the appetite for change on our board?
Are there any champions who would be willing
to spearhead changes to structure, processes,
and/or norms?
8	Frankki Bevins, Jonathan Law, Saurabh Sanghvi, and Rachel
Valentino, “Shaping university boards for 21st century
higher education in the US,” McKinsey, November 12, 2020,
www.mckinsey.com/industries/public-and-social-sector/
our-insights/shaping-university-boards-for-21st-centuryhigher-education-in-the-us.
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Pathways Not to Scale
A new study finds that, while guided pathways are building momentum,
“we’re not seeing all students experience pathways at scale yet, even at
colleges furthest along in the work.” The study pinpointed some challenges
to implementing guided pathways. For example, just under half (44 percent)
of entering students surveyed said that someone at their college had talked
with them about the types of jobs their pathway would lead to. Another
significant impediment: A third (36 percent) of faculty members whose
colleges use guided pathways are not involved in those efforts at all, and
nearly half (49 percent) said they need more professional development
about their role in pathways. 10
◆ For discussion

The 5 Competencies Employers Want Most
Among 120 different employee competencies, the ones most in demand
by employers today are communication, teamwork, sales and customer
service, leadership, and problem solving and complex thinking, a new study
finds. Also valued: perception and attentiveness, a capacity for teaching
and learning, and the ability to listen. The study underscores the value of
a college education, in that jobs that use cognitive competencies most
intensively tend to be held by workers with higher levels of education. Study
researchers estimate that 28 percent of tasks in all occupations are at
risk of automation; physical and low-level cognitive tasks are particularly
susceptible to being lost to technology.9

• How well are our student success programs, like guided pathways,
working?
• How do our student success programs help students prepare for postgraduation success?
• Are we providing sufficient professional development to faculty so they
can contribute to student success programs?

◆ For discussion
• How well does our institution help students develop the top
competencies that employers want and need?
• Does our institution need to realign some of its academic programming
to better meet current employer needs for today’s workplace skills?
• How could our institution help workers adapt as more tasks are
automated?

9	Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce, “Jobs That Pay Well Require
More Than Degrees: Communication, Teamwork, Sales/Customer Service, Leadership, and
Problem Solving/Complex Thinking Are the 5 Most In-Demand Competencies, Georgetown
University Report Says,” November 19, 2020, http://cew.georgetown.edu/wp-content/uploads/
GeorgetownCEW_PressRelease_Competencies_11-19-20.pdf.
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10	Center for Community College Student Engagement, “Guided Pathways Gains Momentum”
[news release], November 2020, https://cccse.org/sites/default/files/CCCSE_NR_2020_
Building-Momentum_press_release.pdf.
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Food for Thought
Justice Requires Transformation, Not Transaction
Mary Hinton, president of Hollins University, notes that higher education has been called recently to address two large challenges: the pandemic and
“systemic racism and injustice in our world.” While the pandemic response required campuses to quickly pivot and innovate, responding to systemic racism
and injustice will require deeper and more difficult change: “Our need to engage and improve our campuses as it relates to injustice is not a transactional
process. It is transformational,” she says. “As a result, it will be inherently more difficult, important, and necessary.”
Hinton notes that often when inclusion issues arise, we tend to treat them as crises. What’s needed instead, she argues, is to consider that the “work of
inclusive leadership is the work of strategic cultural change.” Hinton challenges university leaders to go all-in to “craft an entire ecosystem of inclusion
that casts a critical yet hopeful eye on our policies, programs, and practices that inhibit inclusion, and be committed to making the necessary changes.”
Hinton warns that “if inclusion is viewed by the leader as merely nice to have, we will encounter great difficulty and be unable to move the campus beyond
the ‘heroes and holidays’ perspective of inclusion.” This kind of transformational work should be challenging, she says. “If your campus is having these
conversations, and they are not difficult for you and the community, then you are likely having the wrong conversations.” 11
◆ For discussion
• What role does DEI planning have in our institution—is it a siloed “nice to
have” or is it working toward cultural change?
• How have we changed our policies, programs, and practices so they work
toward, not against, justice? What else do we need to change?
• As a campus community, are we having the difficult but necessary
conversations needed to make deep and lasting improvements around
inclusion?

11 Mary Hinton, “Chapter 5: Innovation in a Time of Transition,” president2president, December 7, 2020, https://president2president.com/library/2020-21_ch5.
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TechnologyTrends
In this section:
• Bolstering online learning
post-pandemic
• Supporting health in
e-Sports
• Protecting voice

technology data

and security

connectivity

• Sidebar: Anticipating
post-pandemic challenges

• Communicating
emergency messaging

• Expanding massive open
online courses

• Advancing digital changes

• Leveraging learning design

• Improving wireless

• Analyzing data privacy

Online Post-Pivot
What will online learning look like after the pandemic? Researchers speculate the grand experiment in online learning will lead to more blending of online and faceto-face pedagogy, broader adoption of open educational resources (OER), more use of chatbots to support learning, and the more extensive use of support from
instructional designers. But getting an institution to fully adopt online learning won’t be a natural outcome of the pandemic—it will take incentivizing flexible and
online learning, investing in faculty development and infrastructure, and making online learning “a financial imperative in terms of sustaining programs and markets.”12

Deeper Dive:
One dimension that distinguishes effective online and distance education, researchers say, is when
courses are designed by instructional designers, subject matter experts, and technology advisors
in ways that fully leverage available expertise, expert design, and evidence-based teaching. Other
essential components: authentic assessment, tutorial support, and the systematic use of analytics
and data to improve programs and courses.
◆ For discussion
• How will we use online learning after the pandemic?
• What specific steps and supports would our institution need to support and nurture the wider use
of online learning?
• What ramifications would broader, ongoing use of online learning have on our institution’s operations?

12	Teachonline.ca, “Online Learning at a Tipping Point?,” Contact North/Contact Nord, October 7, 2020, https://teachonline.ca/tools-trends/online-learning-tipping-point.
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(Over)watch the Health
of e-Sports Teams
It may not lead to broken limbs, but nonetheless
experts warn universities to be alert to the health
challenges of e-Sports. Potential issues include eye
strain and aches from bad posture while playing at
the computer as well as deeper problems like obesity
and interrupted sleep. Moreover, competing in
e-Sports can be extremely stressful. Experts advise
universities to manage e-Sports with the same
standards and oversight that apply to traditional
sports, including training coaches how to support the
mental health of student e-Sports players.13
◆ For discussion
• What kind of health and well-being support
do we provide our e-Sports teams (or student
gamers in general)?
• Are college or university policies and practices
for traditional sports adequate to ensure the
right oversight for e-Sports?
• What kind of changes in policies, practices,
and staff training might our institution need to
better support and manage e-Sports?

The Voice Technology
From Alexa, Google Home, and smartphone chatbots to touchless contact applications that open doors
and select elevator floors, the use of voice technology is growing. But the proliferation of such devices on
campus can create serious data privacy and security challenges. One key touchpoint: where student data
is stored. Before voice technology security improves and becomes more standardized and ubiquitous, one
expert says, the safest approach would be to have educational institutions manage their own student
data directly. As an example, one university’s AI-based virtual assistant for students was designed so it
applies the university’s highest authentication level to student data and ensures that information never
leaves the institution’s secure systems. 14
◆ For discussion
• Have we conducted an audit of all the devices on campus that use voice technology?
• Do we fully understand how such devices collect and store data?
• How are we keeping student data collected by voice technology secure and private?

13	Erik Ofgang, “How to Stay Healthy While Competing in
Esports,” Tech & Learning University, November 5, 2020, www.
techlearninguniversity.com/how-to/how-to-stay-healthywhile-competing-in-esports.
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14 Somen Saha, “Voice Assistants on Campus Need to Solve this Security Problem,” eLearningInside, November 18, 2020. https://news.
elearninginside.com/voice-assistants-on-campus-need-to-solve-this-security-problem/; Dian Schaffhauser, “Voice Tech Poised
to Become Vital Tool,” Campus Technology, November 13, 2020, https://campustechnology.com/articles/2020/11/13/voice-techpoised-to-become-vital-tool.aspx.
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The Coming Ed Tech Tsunami
While the response to COVID-19 seems like a watershed moment for
the widespread adoption of online learning, one expert believes the real
change—the use of technology to create new educational opportunities—is
imminent. Writing in University Business, Marian Stoltz-Loike, a university
vice president for online education, says one sign of change already in
progress is that corporate training has become a $200 billion industry.
Another marker: an online iMBA program that costs students $22,000,
enrolled 2,500 students—and generated $55 million over two years. Saying
experts predict that $87 billion will be invested in ed tech over the next 10
years, Stoltz-Loike says that, post pandemic, “higher education needs to
reboot using sophisticated digital technology tools” or risk “being drowned in
a tidal wave of change.” 16
◆ For discussion

Emergency Communication Best Practices
Because there’s no one right way to communicate with everyone during
an emergency, one recent scan of this important activity suggests that
organizations should adopt a system that delivers alerts through multiple
channels, including SMS alerts, emails, push notifications, RSS feeds,
computer screen takeovers, loudspeaker announcements, digital sign
messaging, and social media posts. Other considerations: Make sure there
is a way to communicate emergencies to campus visitors, ensure that
messaging is accessible to those with vision and hearing challenges, and
translate emergency messages into different languages. 15
◆ For discussion
• When was the last time we audited the efficacy of our campus
emergency communications systems and protocols?
• Do we schedule regular “stress” tests of our institution’s emergency
communications capacity?

• When it comes to educational technology, is our institution making only
incremental changes or is it pursuing what EDUCAUSE calls “digital
transformation,” described as “a cultural, workforce, and technological
shift, enabled by advances in technology”?17
• What advances in digital education could have the most transformative
positive impact on our institution?
• How is the
burgeoning field of
corporate training
affecting our
institution’s market
and programming,
and what steps
might we take to
mitigate those
effects?

• How accessible are our institution’s emergency communications to
people with hearing or vision impairments, or those who may speak
other languages?
15 Campus Safety Magazine, “Are Your Emergency Messages Reaching the Right People?,”
accessed November 20, 2020, at www.campussafetymagazine.com/download/are-youremergency-messages-reaching-the-right-people.

16 Marian Stoltz-Loike, “Ed tech upgrades will outlast the pandemic,” University Business,
November 24, 2020, https://universitybusiness.com/ed-tech-upgrades-will-outlast-thepandemic.
17	EDUCAUSE, “Digital Transformation (Dx)” [website], undated, https://library.educause.edu/
topics/information-technology-management-and-leadership/digital-transformation-dx.
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Nuthin’ but a G Thang
With the right wireless provider, a close-enough signal source, and the right
cellphone, 5G connectivity can make 4G seem like snail mail—5G can be 100
times as fast as 4G. Users can see a noticeable improvement in the “latency
rate,” the delay between when information is sent and when it is received. One
expert says that “5G has the potential to replace Wi-Fi in many applications,”
including campuses. Even better performance is on the horizon in the form of
what’s called 10G. Despite the name, that’s not a new wireless technology.
Rather, 10G refers to the promise of data connecting at 10 gigabits per
second. Promising even lower latency, 10G could be a gateway to wider use of
virtual and augmented reality and applications within the Internet of Things. 18
◆ For discussion
• How well is our institution keeping pace with improvements in wireless connectivity, and how could we improve?
• Is 5G an option for us, and, if so, how can our institution best position itself to capitalize on that technology?
• How could improvements like 5G and 10G improve pedagogy, research, and operations at our institution?

MOOC-ing a Comeback?
Once the darling of edtech, massive open online courses, or MOOCs, never seemed to fully live up to their hype. That might be changing. One major MOOC
purveyor, Coursera, recently launched a new program, Coursera for Campus, which allows any university to use Coursera’s courses to deliver online learning (not
just the company’s list of blue-chip partners in higher education). As summarized in Higher Ed Dive, the company’s strategy is twofold: expand its efforts to
“standardize and scale colleges’ core curriculum” and provide institutions a channel for instruction in emerging technologies. Another MOOC provider, EdX, started
by Harvard and MIT, is moving in similar directions. 19
◆ For discussion
• In broad terms, how does the expanding universe of private-sector course providers affect our institution?
• What are the pros and cons of using a company like Coursera to deliver either core gen-ed courses or instruction
in specialized technologies that our institution does not currently offer?
• If private sector firms in the edtech space are here to stay and expanding, what steps should our institution take
to compete effectively in this fast-evolving environment?

18	Ray Schroeder, “The Speedy Future of Delivering Online Learning: 5G-10G Confusion and Potential,” Inside Higher Ed, November 19, 2020, www.insidehighered.com/digital-learning/blogs/online-trendingnow/speedy-future-delivering-online-learning-5g-10g-confusion; Thales Group, “5G vs 4G: what’s the difference?,” August 10, 2020, www.thalesgroup.com/en/worldwide-digital-identity-and-security/
mobile/magazine/5g-vs-4g-whats-difference.
19 Hallie Busta, “Coursera opens its course catalog for colleges to scale gen eds, add training,” Higher Ed Dive, October 4, 2019, www.highereddive.com/news/coursera-opens-its-course-catalog-forcolleges-to-scale-gen-eds-add-traini/564405/; Natalie Schwartz, “Are MOOCs getting a second wind as colleges look online for gen ed classes?,” Higher Ed Dive, December 16, 2020, www.highereddive.
com/news/are-moocs-getting-a-second-wind-as-colleges-look-online-for-gen-ed-classes/592309.
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Design of the Times
Exploring the future of higher education, the EDUCAUSE 2020 Horizon Report
notes the foothold that instructional or learning designers have gained
“beyond standard course design and development.” Apart from skills in project
management, learning analytics, integrated course design, and assessment,
the report states that learning designers understand how students learn, serve
as both collaborators with and mentors to faculty, and draw on a robust toolbox
of “evidence-based pedagogical strategies,” including “innovative ways to
use technology in teaching.” The report says that this set of skills positions
learning designers to be “high-impact agents of change” at their institutions. 20
◆ For discussion
• How well do we use the full portfolio of expertise that learning
designers have?
• How could we better leverage learning designers to advance pedagogy
and student learning?
• Do we need to make changes in organizational structures or operational
policies to help learning design become more integral?

Need More Privacy Eyes
Analyzing the current environment for data privacy in higher education,
a recent survey finds that one issue is staffing. For example, the report
found, many chief information security officers are overworked and
“struggle to devote sufficient time to both privacy and security.” A
related concern: Responsibility for data privacy is often dispersed across
multiple university offices. One promising practice: appoint faculty,
administrators, and students to a privacy and data protection board that
can “set strategic direction and guide operational policy development and
management decision-making” for institutional data privacy. 21
◆ For discussion
• How often do we assess the effectiveness of our data privacy and security
measures? Could we improve operational structures and policies in ways
that would improve our practices in this regard?
• Who on campus is responsible for data privacy? Do they have the
resources they need?
• How might our institution benefit from having a privacy and data
protection board?

20 Malcolm Brown, Mark McCormack, Jamie Reeves, D. Christopher Brooks, and Susan Grajek, et.
al., 2020 EDUCAUSE Horizon Report, Teaching and Learning Edition, EDUCAUSE, 2020, https://
library.educause.edu/-/media/files/library/2020/3/2020_horizon_report_pdf.
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21 Sean Burns, “The Evolving Landscape of Data Privacy in Higher Education,” EDUCAUSE,
November 19, 2020, www.educause.edu/ecar/research-publications/the-evolving-landscape-ofdata-privacy-in-higher-education/introduction.
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Food for Thought
Restore, Evolve, or Transform
Looking to when the pandemic finally starts to fade, EDUCAUSE suggests each
institution’s IT challenges may require work across several strategies: Restore
(“figuring out what to do to get back to where we were before”), Evolve (adapting
to new normals), and Transform (redefining institutions and innovating).
A matrix details which challenges align with each approach.
Looking specifically at short-term priorities, EDUCAUSE predicts that institutional
financial health will be top-of-mind, perhaps requiring revised budget models.
Concomitantly, cost management will also be a focus, including reducing overall
costs and increasing workforce efficiency. Following the grand pivot to remote
instruction, there will be more focus on strengthening online and hybrid education.
Also important: keeping education affordable and accessible (the latter goal
encompassing access to technology) and keeping data private and secure.
Looking longer term, under “Evolve,” EDUCAUSE foresees that “some leaders in
higher education plan to use the pandemic to launch or accelerate an institutional
transformation agenda” focused on such areas as institutional culture, improved
technology, better enrollment strategies, and cost management through “digital
transformation.” 22
◆ For discussion
• How can our institution best pursue the three strategies that EDUCAUSE
suggests: restore, evolve, and transform? Are stakeholders in agreement on the
approach we will take?
• Has our institution assessed how the pandemic might have changed the
landscape for higher education in profound and possibly permanent ways—
and how those changes might affect us?
• Looking forward, has our institution started to assess and perhaps rethink our
strategic planning to reflect changes that the pandemic might have wrought
on our environment?
22 Susan Grajek and the 2020–2021 EDUCAUSE IT Issues Panel, “Top IT Issues, 2021: Emerging from the
Pandemic,” EDUCAUSE Review, November 2, 2020, https://er.educause.edu/articles/2020/11/top-itissues-2021-emerging-from-the-pandemic.
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EconomicTrends
You Can’t Always Get What You Want
Observing that the pandemic intensifies ongoing challenges and creates new ones for colleges and
universities, the consulting firm McKinsey argues for reimagining higher education—and rethinking the
conventional wisdom. As one example, McKinsey says many institutions are stuck in “the so-called
student-amenities arms race, with expansive offerings in areas such as entertainment, gourmet dining,
and wellness.” That may not be sustainable, especially with spending on student services growing
four times that for instruction. “There is a need to distinguish between what students like and what is
necessary to serve the core education mission,” McKinsey says.

In this section:
• Rethinking student services
• Recruiting adult learners
• Resetting tuition
• Addressing student debt
• Unionizing
• Embedding bachelor’s degrees
with industry certifications
• Continuing flex work
• Getting new programs right
• Reducing the workforce

Deeper Dive:
Some institutions are reconsidering their investment in competitive athletics. For example, in 2012,
Spelman College announced it was cutting intercollegiate athletic programs in favor of expanding
campus-wide health and fitness programs. In July 2020, Stanford University announced it was
cutting 11 athletics programs. 23

• Sidebar: Surveying the economic
horizon

◆ For discussion
• What “conventional wisdom” guides our decisions today? What assumptions do we operate under,
and how often do we question them?
• How do we determine which student services are critical to our mission? What other criteria do we
consider when evaluating student services, like our ability to attract new students, college and
university ranking systems, or generating auxiliary revenue?
• With revenues sputtering these days, should we be thinking about how to reframe our institution’s
business model—and if so, how?

23	André Dua, Jonathan Law, Ted Rounsaville, and Nadia Viswanath, “Reimagining higher education in the United States,”
McKinsey, October 26, 2020, www.mckinsey.com/industries/public-and-social-sector/our-insights/reimagining-highereducation-in-the-united-states.
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Surviving the Cliff With Adult Learners
As pools of 18-year-olds shrink, many institutions seek
more adult students. But what works for teenagers may
not work for older learners. To tap that latter market,
researchers say that, first, academic programs need
to match what adults want and what employers need.
That may require major curricular changes in credit
and non-credit programs. Then there’s another big
challenge: finding pools of prospective adult students
and marketing to them through the right channels.
It adds up to no small feat: Winning adult students
means rethinking programs, potentially competing in
different markets, and adopting wholly new recruitment
strategies—all the while making sure that work aligns
with the institution’s mission and goals. 24

◆ For discussion
• How effective is our institution in recruiting and retaining adult students?
• What programmatic and curricular changes would we need to make to
attract, enroll, and graduate adult students?
• Which of our academic programs might be a good opportunity for enrolling
more adult students?

24 Brittany Murchison, “3 key strategies to recruit graduate, online, and adult students,” EAB,
November 3, 2020, https://eab.com/insights/blogs/adult-learner/recruit-graduate-onlineadult-students.
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Is It “The Tuition Price Is Right”?
Amidst reports that several private colleges have slashed tuition by as much
as 50 percent, Southern New Hampshire University (SNHU) has announced
that it will price all of its campus-based degree programs at either $10,000 or
$15,000. SNHU says the move reflects work across campus to fundamentally
redesign its academic and financial models. SNHU’s strategy includes moving
from merit-based financial aid to need-based aid and “pursuing efficiencies in
academic delivery and student support.” Some ideas for reforming the faceto-face business model came from SNHU’s success in online education. 25
◆ For discussion
• What options can our institution explore
to make college more affordable and
accessible?
• Seeking budget efficiencies,
SNHU’s analysts worked across
three dimensions—learning
design, financial model design,
and organizational design.
Could our institution find its
own efficiencies by working
across a similar matrix?
• How could we best explore
new academic and financial
models?

25 SNHU Communications, “Southern New Hampshire University Reinvents Campus Academic and
Financial Models, Transforms Cost and Delivery of Higher Education” [press release], Southern
New Hampshire University, December 16, 2020, www.snhu.edu/about-us/newsroom/2020/12/
snhu-campus-transformation.
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Indebted to U

The State of the Unions

Researchers tell us that total student debt is nearing $1.6 trillion, but what
does that mean for individual learners? The Institute for College Access &
Success (TICA) reports that nearly two-thirds (62 percent) of college seniors
who graduated from public and private nonprofit colleges in 2019 left college
carrying student loan debt. Individually, those students owed an average of
$28,950, which is similar to the debt load carried by the Class of 2018, when 65
percent of students had debt averaging $29,200. TICA says increases in state
spending and grant aid have likely helped slow increases in student debt. At the
same time, though, the organization worries that “profound financial pressures
on states, colleges, and students” brought on by the pandemic “could already be
making college less affordable and [could] increase reliance on student debt.” 26

Conducted before COVID, a study based at Hunter
College of the City University of New York found
growing rates of faculty unionization. For faculty
alone, for example, the report found that between
2013 and 2019, 118 faculty collective bargaining
units were certified, representing more than
36,000 members. Sixty-five of the new units were
at private colleges or universities, 50 at public
institutions, and three in for-profit colleges. One
key reason for this trend: “the rising demand for
union representation by contingent faculty to
improve their working conditions.” 27

FA C U LT Y

◆ For discussion
• How well do we understand the debt burden that our students carry?
• How could the pandemic affect our students’ ability to pay for college?
• Are there any practical steps that we could take to help alleviate student
debt—or help students manage their financial obligations—even as we
work to balance our budget?

Deeper Dive:
Even as more unions form, existing unions are running into roadblocks.
In November 2020, for example, Saint Leo University announced that its
board had decided to cease recognition of the institution’s faculty union.
The university’s board chair cited a need for Saint Leo to be “innovative
and flexible” and announced that the university was creating a new
system for shared governance. 28
◆ For discussion
• Among faculty, other employees, and graduate students, what trends in
unionization is our institution seeing?
• How is the pandemic likely to affect unionization trends at our institution?
• Recognizing that institutional relationships with collective bargaining
units can be contentious, how do we ensure that we work productively with
our unions?

26 J. Oliver Schak, Nancy Wong, Ana Fung, and Lindsay Ahlman, “Student Debt and the
Class of 2019,” The Institute for College Access & Success, October 6, 2020, https://ticas.
org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/classof2019.pdf; Zack Friedman, “Student Loan Debt
Statistics In 2020: A Record $1.6 Trillion,” Forbes, February 3, 2020, www.forbes.com/sites/
zackfriedman/2020/02/03/student-loan-debt-statistics/?sh=5690d64f281f.
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27 William A. Herbert, Jacob Apkarian, and Joseph van der Naald, “2020 Supplementary
Directory of New Bargaining Agents and Contracts in Institutions of Higher Education, 20132019,” NATIONAL CENTER for the Study of Collective Bargaining in Higher Education and
the Professions, November 2020, https://webedit2.hunter.cuny.edu/ncscbhep/assets/files/
SupplementalDirectory-2020-FINAL.pdf.
28	Colleen Flaherty, “Saint Leo U Unrecognizes Faculty Union,” Inside Higher Ed, November 16,
2020, www.insidehighered.com/quicktakes/2020/11/16/saint-leo-u-unrecognizes-faculty-union.
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Embedded Value

Flex Ability

A new report offers ideas for making bachelor’s degrees more valuable
to students: Embed them with industry certifications. One example: a
university maps its computer science and cybersecurity curricula to
industry certifications in the emerging field of DevOps, helping students
gain a practical edge for employment at the intersection of software
development and IT operations. Keys for developing such pathways include
finding the right programmatic fits, creating a common language for talking
about certifications and degrees, and aligning program competencies with
workforce needs. 29

Some employees who have been working remotely during the pandemic,
perhaps even in a different locale, may want to continue to do so. Such desires
might dovetail nicely with institutional interests in paring office space to save
money, says Rice University President David W. Leebron. “A lot of enterprises
are looking at whether they can reduce office space. Even assuming no
pandemic, does it make sense to build for everybody being in the office five
days a week?” he says. Leebron believes that institutions may now have a
vested interest in seriously considering requests from staff for different kinds
of work arrangements. “There are deals to be struck, in a way,” Leebron notes,
“where somebody says, ‘I’d like to work remotely, or for less than full-time,’ and
there’s an incentive on the part of institutions to agree to that.” 30

◆ For discussion
• Which of our undergraduate programs could
offer students pathways to industry
certifications as they pursue degrees?
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• From an administrative standpoint,
what would it take in terms of policies
and resources to offer industry
certifications as part of select
undergraduate programs?
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• How might the embedding of industry
certifications in undergraduate programs
improve our ability to attract and retain
students, including adult learners?
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◆ For discussion
• How do we imagine our staff working after the pandemic? Does it make
sense to “return to normal” or are there new, more flexible arrangements
we can adopt?
• What did we learn from the pandemic about work from home and other
flexible work arrangements?
• What are the pros and cons of offering flexible work arrangements
long-term?
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29	Association of Public and Land-grant Universities, Coalition of Urban Serving Universities,
University Professional and Continuing Education Association, and Workcred, “Embedding
Certifications Into Bachelor’s Degrees,” Undated (released December 1, 2020), https://
workcred.org/Documents/Embedding-Certifications-Into-Bachelors-Degrees-CertificationDegree-Pathways-Project-Framework-Report-November-2020.pdf.
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30 Stephen G. Pelletier, personal interview with David W. Leebron, October 19, 2020.
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Fools Rush In
With hundreds of colleges and universities facing perhaps existential financial challenges, the pressure to
quickly launch new programs is great. But new programs are expensive, and the cost of failure—in terms
of financial losses, reputational erosion, and opportunity costs like committing campus space and other
resources—can be high. One analytics firm argues that essential processes need to be in place to ensure
that new programs meet or exceed their goals. Critical, for example, is that new programs hit the mark in
terms of what both employers and students need. Also essential: precise, measurable metrics for revenue
and other goals. Finally, “know when to quit and when to stand pat.” 31

RIFs and Their Impacts
Deeper Dive:
Authors of a recent study say that too many bets on new academic programs end up not paying off.
Studying federal data, they found that in 2018 about half of academic programs that first graduated
students in 2012–13 or the following academic year graduated five or fewer students, and about 30
percent of those new programs graduated no students at all. 32
◆ For discussion
• What is our process for launching
new academic programs? How
are expenses (both for launching
and maintaining the program)
and risks identified?
• How do we vet the demand for
new academic programs, both
from students and employers,
and measure the program’s
effectiveness at meeting those
needs?
• Could our institution develop
better guidelines and protocols
for sunsetting programs that are
not meeting goals?
31 Burning Glass, “Bad Bets: The High Cost of Failing Programs in Higher Education,” November 2020, www.burning-glass.com/
research-project/bad-bets-high-cost-failing-programs.
32	Ibid.
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By one measure, in the fall of 2020, COVID had
forced colleges and universities to shed 7 percent
of their workforce—the largest dip in employment
in US higher education’s history. Among other
implications, that “staggering, unprecedented
contraction” has prompted questions about the
future of tenure, institutional relationships with
contract workers including adjunct faculty, and
institutions’ responsibilities to staff in such roles
as maintenance and food service. 33
◆ For discussion
• What are the immediate effects on programs,
operations, and reputation of furloughs and
other reductions in force (RIF)? What about
potential long-term impacts?
• How ready are we to answer questions about
the future of tenure?
• What are our responsibilities to contract
workers in teaching as well as support
services? How might decisions here impact
other initiatives and priorities?
33	Dan Bauman, “The Pandemic Has Pushed Hundreds of
Thousands of Workers Out of Higher Education,” The
Chronicle of Higher Education, October 6, 2020, www.
chronicle.com/article/how-the-pandemic-has-shrunkhigher-educations-work-force?cid=gen_sign_in.
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Food for Thought
Troubled Seas Ahead
Scanning higher education in the wake of COVID-19 and ongoing
pressures on university finances, John Kroger, a past president of Reed
College, sees troubling trends. “Revenue will go way down, and costs way
up,” he predicts. State support will continue to erode and institutional
budget slashing will deepen. Many institutions will face an “existential”
crisis, and as many as 1,000 colleges and universities could close.
Online education will expand, but with increased competition in that
space—including from corporations. Further complicating the rise of online
education, he forecasts, will be intensifying competition and consolidation
among the leading purveyors of online instruction. At the same time,
Kroger believes, debate will intensify around the fundamental value of
online education versus face-to-face learning in physical classrooms. In
that discussion, Kroger surmises, “defenders of the traditional model—
like defenders of the liberal arts over the last 40 years—will lose, despite
having many great arguments on their side.”
Even as society debates the value of a traditional liberal arts education,
Kroger posits, the gap between students who can afford residential
college experiences and other learners will grow, intensifying inequality in
higher education. 34
◆ For discussion
• How are we preparing for post-pandemic uncertainties? What futuring, scenario planning, and contingency planning do we need to do?
• How are our priorities adapting to this fast-changing, uncertain environment?
• What specific steps could and should our institution take to succeed in the current era of broad, substantive, and potentially disruptive change?

34 John Kroger, “10 Predictions for Higher Education’s Future, Inside Higher Ed, May 26, 2020, www.insidehighered.com/blogs/leadership-higher-education/10-predictions-higher-education’sfuture.
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EnvironmentalTrends
In this section:
• Consolidating campus space
• Maximizing benefits of outdoor
spaces
• Capturing audio in the classroom
• Redesigning learning spaces

Efficiency Is the New Growth
One overarching lesson from COVID-19 for higher education planners was summarized by a Stanford
dean who said that “the era of continuous expansion is over.” Going forward, says a report from
the design firm Knoll, colleges and universities should focus on how they can “grow programs and
populations without adding space.” As some institutions are already doing, “underutilized real estate . . .
can be reimagined, sold, subleased, or demolished.” The report also urges institutions to look anew
at how they can better utilize buildings throughout the workweek as well as during nights, weekends,
and summers. 35

• Updating HVAC systems
• Parking on campus
• Encouraging green labs
• Leading sustainability
• Visioning future dorm design
• Sidebar: Planning for the postpandemic campus

Deeper Dive:
Among other trends that affect campus planning, Knoll says that “the historic separations that
defined higher education are now changing.” Examples:  Research is becoming more interdisciplinary,
learning takes place in and out of the classroom, online and on-campus are converging, wet and
dry labs are blending, and student support services are increasingly being merged in “one-stop”
offices. “Now is the time to reimagine facilities, technologies, student services, operations, and
organizational structures to create more connected campuses,” Knoll says. 36

◆ For discussion
• As we think about new buildings and repurposing existing space, are we fully factoring in the ways in
which pedagogy, research, and campus operations are evolving?
• If some of the “historic separations” that define higher education continue to merge, how might that
affect the way we plan and design the campus physical plant of tomorrow?
• In the sense, for example, that a cafeteria can also serve as a lecture hall or meeting room, how
open could our institution be to the idea that given campus spaces belong to the institution, not to
individual departments, and could be used for many different purposes to meet institutional needs?

35 Knoll, “The Connected Campus: Building Long-Term Value and Agility by Connecting Offerings, Organizations and Operations,”
2020, www.knoll.com/knollnewsdetail/the-connected-campus.
36	Ibid.
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Learning in the Hear and Now
Technologists charged with redesigning learning spaces for remote, active, and
hybrid learning typically focus on positioning tools like writable surfaces and
digital displays so that all learners can see them. But another basic sense—
hearing—might be just as important. Especially when remote learners join
students in a classroom, both groups need to hear each other well. Increasingly
that means placing microphones around the room, not just at the instructor’s
podium. Indiana University, for example, creates learning space audio zones for
instructors and students—with the ability to mute the latter so that everyone
can hear the instructor. 38
◆ For discussion

The Great Outdoor Space
During the pandemic, many institutions have expanded their use of outdoor
space to sustain teaching and learning in an era of social distancing. Rice
University built four semipermanent, Quonset hut-like classrooms and five
open-air tents. Virginia Tech spent $250,000 on tents, Wi-Fi, lighting, and
furniture in outdoor spaces. Eckerd College identified 50 outdoor campus
spaces that could be used for instruction. “I don’t know if it has long long-term
potential,” Ryan Van Ommeren, associate vice president for facilities planning
and operations at California Lutheran University, told University Business. “But
how different are things going to be for how long in terms of people’s actual
perception of healthy environments? People’s want for these spaces might last
longer than we think.” 37

• As we retrofit learning classrooms, lecture halls, and other learning spaces
for pedagogical modalities like remote and hybrid learning, how attentive
are we to sound design?
• In learning spaces that serve in-person as well as remote learners, does
audio and video capture instructors and learners in the face-to-face
setting with enough detail and nuance to also serve learners who might be
participating remotely and perhaps asynchronously?
• How well does our institution understand and learn from other colleges and
universities that are advancing new ideas in learning space design?

◆ For discussion
• Has outdoor space played a larger role in pedagogy and student life during
the pandemic? If so, what lessons have we learned from that?
• Could we envision our institution continuing to make more use of outdoor space
after the pandemic, and if so, how would that affect our space planning?
• Does our campus master planning and scenario planning adequately
include the use of outdoor space to help us fulfill our institution’s missions?
37 Katharine Shilcutt, “Opening soon: Rice’s Provisional Campus Facilities,” Rice University, August
10, 2020, https://news.rice.edu/2020/08/10/opening-soon-rices-provisional-campus-facilities/;
Mason Adams, “How Virginia Tech is activating outdoor student spaces,” Virginia Tech Daily,
August 14, 2020, https://vtnews.vt.edu/articles/2020/08/activating-outdoor-spaces.html;
Angie Angers, “Eckerd College Plans to Take Classes Outdoors This Fall,” Baynews 9 Spectrum
News, August 5, 2020, www.baynews9.com/fl/tampa/news/2020/08/05/eckerd-college-plansto-take-classes-outdoors-this-fall; Chris Burt, “How one university is making patio classrooms
a reality,” University Business, September 3, 2020, https://universitybusiness.com/how-oneuniversity-is-making-patio-classrooms-a-reality.
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38	Erik Ofgang, “How Remote Learning Is Affecting the Future of Classroom Design,” Tech &
Learning University, November 12, 2020, www.techlearninguniversity.com/news/how-remotelearning-is-affecting-the-future-of-classroom-design.
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The Physical/Digital Classroom
To best serve faculty and students in an age of
active and asynchronous learning, Arizona State
University (ASU) is advancing ASU Sync, described
as “a new hybrid modality where students are able
to engage with their courses, instructors, and peers
from both inside and outside of the classroom.”
In part, this work is driving better synchronicity
between physical and virtual dimensions of
classroom spaces—and leading ASU to think
differently about how it designs learning spaces.
One critical element, one expert said, is that now
ASU is “making the virtual experience a native
element of the classroom. The physical space has
a natural digital extension.”
◆ For discussion
• How well does the design of our classrooms
integrate virtual experiences into physical
spaces?
• How might we need to redesign learning spaces
on campus to support faculty-to-student
and student-to-student connections when
instructors and learners might not be in the
same physical space?
• How can we reconfigure learning spaces faster
in order to accommodate emerging modalities
in a timely fashion?

Building Up Air Quality
The pandemic spotlighted challenges around airflow in buildings, but larger concerns may also need
critical attention. Studying building air quality as a researcher, a University of Toronto professor has found
air dampers rusted shut, leaky air filters, fans that work only a fraction of the time—and at least one
HVAC unit that was installed upside down. “The best HVAC in the world performs poorly when it’s not well
maintained, and the usual standard is ‘not well maintained,’” the researcher told Wired magazine. Critical
factors: underinvestment in HVAC systems and deficient maintenance protocols. 39
◆ For discussion
• How well do our institution’s HVAC systems work, and how do we know how well they work?
• Are our standards for HVAC systems up-to-date, reflecting the latest technology, and are our
maintenance procedures sufficiently robust to keep those systems operating continually at peak
effectiveness?
• Do we need to invest more resources, financial and otherwise, in procuring and maintaining our HVAC
systems?
39	Adam Rogers, “The Next Covid Dilemma: How to Make Buildings Breathe Better,” Wired, November 9, 2020, www.wired.com/story/
the-next-covid-dilemma-how-to-make-buildings-breathe-better.
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Park It Right There
New technologies are helping colleges and
universities tackle the perennial headache
of campus parking. Systems that recognize
license plates alleviate the costs of hang-tags
and stick-on parking permits. Parking guidance
technology and related mobile apps—letting
users know where parking spots are available—
are gaining popularity, saving time, and reducing
campus congestion. With more use of ridehailing services and bike-shares, management
of curb space is getting much more attention.
Institutions are just starting to learn how data
gleaned from new parking technologies can help
them improve operations. 40
◆ For discussion
• Is it time for us to audit campus parking
to better understand challenges and
identify opportunities?
• How could technology help us
improve campus parking?
• Do we need to devote more
attention to auditing and
managing the use of campus
curb space?

Getting Sustainable Labs
Laboratories consume three to five times more energy and water than office spaces and produce large
amounts of waste. As of April 2020, the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) was on track to
have the largest number of My Green Lab Certified labs at any institution worldwide, with more than
110 laboratories due to be certified by the end of last year.41 Green Lab Certification serves as a global
sustainability benchmark for laboratories addressing best practices in energy use, water use, chemical
use, waste generation, and procurement. Focus on that certification helped coalesce university-wide
progress toward lab sustainability at UAB. A specific policy also stimulated progress: UAB requires labs
to become Green Lab Certified before they can participate in any of the university’s lab recycling.
◆ For discussion
• What sustainable practices do our labs use?
• What specific steps could we take to encourage more sustainable practices in our labs?
• Should we pursue Green Lab Certification for labs at our campus and, if so, what would such
work require?

40 Bill Smith, “Campus Parking Trends,” Spaces4Learning,
November 1, 2019, https://spaces4learning.com/
Articles/2019/11/01/Campus-Parking-Trends.aspx.
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41 “My Green Lab, “The University of Alabama at Birmingham poised to have the largest number of sustainably certified labs at
any institution worldwide by end of 2020,” April 22, 2020, www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/the-university-of-alabama-atbirmingham-poised-to-have-the-largest-number-of-sustainably-certified-labs-at-any-institution-worldwide-by-end-of-2020-301044783.html.
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Green Projects That Get Gold Stars

A Room of One’s Own

The 2020 AASHE Sustainability
Award finalists showcase
successful sustainability
projects at institutions across
the world. Suffolk County
Community College’s Energy
Waste Reduction Program
saved nearly $5 million in
unnecessary utility expenses. Kent
State University reduced the amount of
clothing, textiles, and nonperishable goods
sent to local landfills by some 441,610 pounds
over five years. Columbia University researchers
mapped how sustainability education can be a
tool to expand student diversity in STEM fields.
Georgia Institute of Technology helped
faculty integrate sustainable-communities
education into courses across all six of
the institution’s colleges. Four institutions
in Pennsylvania—Dickinson College,
Lafayette College, Lehigh University, and
Muhlenberg College—signed a 15-year
agreement to buy renewable energy
from a solar farm in Texas. Combined with other carbon neutrality efforts, the
partnership will enable each institution to source 100 percent of its electricity
from renewable sources.42

One long-lasting impact of COVID might be on residence hall design. One
expert says “safety and security” will continue to concern students even
after the pandemic ends. That may mean that future campus residences
will be designed with more single-occupancy bedrooms and private
bathrooms. Lobbies, hallways, and entrances may be wider to accommodate
better pedestrian flow. Lounges and study rooms might be designed with
physical distancing in mind.43
◆ For discussion
• Assuming that student concerns about personal health and safety
won’t disappear when the pandemic ends, how might that trend affect
our residential spaces?
• How might such trends affect our plans for refurbishing or reengineering
existing buildings?
• How might continued interest in social distancing affect the future
design of academic buildings and our institution’s use of outdoor space?

◆ For discussion
• When was the last time we audited our sustainability programs?
• Could our institution be doing more to pursue sustainability in its
operations, including spending less on energy and producing less waste
overall?
• How could our institution better pursue sustainability goals through our
curriculum, operations, and policies?

42	Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education, “2020 AASHE
Sustainability Award Finalists Announced,” November 5, 2020, www.aashe.org/2020-awardfinalists.
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43	Dian Schaffhauser, “Residence Hall Designs Expected to Shift in Response to COVID-19,”
Spaces4Learning, July 28, 2020, https://spaces4learning.com/articles/2020/07/28/residencehall-designs-expected-to-shift-in-response-to-covid19.aspx.
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Food for Thought
The Pandemic’s Long-Term Impact on Campus
While college and university life will likely return to some semblance of
normal sometime in 2021–22, architect and blogger Michael Haggans
says that now’s the time to “begin the adaptation of campuses for the
mid-21st century.” Going forward, he posits two essential questions:
“What will the post-pandemic campus need to become? How will
it differ from the thousand-year tradition of place-based higher
education?”
Pedagogy and programs will change fundamentally, Haggans predicts.
The pandemic helped many faculty members to find “the advantages
of teaching parts of their courses online.” As a result, he says, many
courses will not return to campus and of those that do, “none will
return unchanged.” For example, Haggans sees broader adoption of
hyflex courses that are “both synchronous and asynchronous” and in
which students flow seamlessly between in-person and online.
These kinds of changes will drive “rethinking place and time,” Haggans
says. With campuses now being characterized as “always digital
and occasionally physical,” buildings will need new performance
requirements—for air quality, temperature, and humidity as well as for
occupant density and “expectations for fluid digital access.”
“The consequences for the physical campus are becoming clearer,”
Haggans says. His recommendations include building no netadditional square feet, upgrading the best elements of campus and
jettisoning the rest, “right siz[ing] the whole,” and getting the campus
carbon footprint to below zero. Also essential: “Making the campus
matter,” which Haggans describes as making the most of the value
inherent in what is essentially the luxury of providing spaces for
students and faculty to interact in the pursuit of knowledge. 44

◆ For discussion
• What kind of long-term pedagogical changes will our institution make
post-pandemic, and how will those changes impact our built environment?
• How is our institution approaching its post-pandemic response—restore,
evolve, or transform? What does that mean for the physical campus?
• When should we evaluate our current master plan and determine how it
needs to adapt for post-pandemic realities?

44 Michael Haggans, “Post-Pandemic Campus,” Campus Matters [blog], December 8,
2020, https://campusmatters.net/about-campus-matters.
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PoliticalTrends
In this section:
• Forecasting higher education in the
Biden era
• Enacting more favorable policies for
international students
• Litigating affirmative action
• Restoring DACA

• Updating Clery guidance
• Paying student athletes to play
• Cutting state budgets because
of COVID
• Sidebar: Valuing higher education

Not Biden His Time
How will the Biden administration affect higher education? One lobbyist called Biden’s election a
“once-in-a-generation effort to invest in America’s students and workers.” In addition to seeking more
pandemic aid for colleges and universities, the president campaigned on a promise of free community
college, doubling of Pell grants, and investment in human capital development. Also, his Education
Department will likely be friendlier to higher education than the previous administration. But national
priorities like addressing the pandemic and resultant economic crisis will likely take precedent over
education policy, and Congressional gridlock may constrain the Biden administration’s success in
getting education legislation passed. 45
◆ For discussion
• How well do we understand the Biden administration’s aspirations for higher education policy?
• What direct effects might the Biden administration’s plans for higher education have on
our institution?
• How could the other priorities of the Biden administration affect our institution?

45 Kery Murakami, “Biden’s Victory Could Be Transformative,” Inside Higher Ed, November 9, 2020,
www.insidehighered.com/news/2020/11/09/what-biden-presidency-could-bring-higher-education.
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Outlook for International Students

Litigating Affirmative Action

COVID-19 and federal immigration policies pushed enrollments of new
international students in the United States into freefall in the 2019–2020
academic year—new enrollments dropped by 43 percent. 46 Overall, that
meant a dip of 1.8 percent in all international students. Nonetheless, US
colleges and universities still host more than 1 million international learners,
a cohort that constitutes 5.5 percent of all students in US institutions. 47
President Biden has pledged policies more favorable to international
students, including lifting a ban on travel from Muslim countries, reinstating
the DACA program, and changing visa regulations in ways that would likely
encourage more international students to study in the US and perhaps stay
after earning their degree. 48

Litigation continues around the issue of affirmative action in higher
education. In November, the US Court of Appeals for the First Circuit
ruled that there was no evidence that Harvard University discriminated in
admissions against Asian Americans. 49 The case seems certain to be headed
now to the Supreme Court. In another case, the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill is defending itself over accusations that its admissions
policies favor Black, Hispanic, and Native American students over white and
Asian American learners. Other universities are involved in similar litigation.

◆ For discussion
• Given current trends in the flow of students around the globe—including
projections of how changes in US policies in the Biden administration
might affect the flow of students from abroad to this country—are our
projections of revenue from international students realistic or might they
need to be tempered?

◆ For discussion
• Is our institution clear on its policies and practices regarding affirmative
action, and could those actions be successfully defended in court?
• Do we need to amend or rethink our institution’s approach to
affirmative action?
• Is our institution carefully watching court cases around affirmative
action to help guide our future policies and practices?

• Assuming federal policies become more favorable, how can our
institution position itself to attract and retain more international
students?
• As federal policies for international travel evolve, what steps do we need
to take to encourage more of our students to study abroad and to keep
them safe during those studies?

46 Karin Fischer, “Covid-19 Caused International Enrollments to Plummet This Fall. They Were
Already Dropping,” The Chronicle of Higher Education, November 16, 2020, www.chronicle.
com/article/covid-19-caused-international-enrollments-to-plummet-this-fall-they-werealready-dropping.
47	Institute of International Education, “United States Hosts Over 1 Million International
Students for the Fifth Consecutive Year” [press release], November 16, 2020, https://
opendoorsdata.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Open-Doors-2020-Press-Release.pdf.
48 Karen Fischer, “Biden’s Victory Has Elated International Students. But the Road to Lasting
Reform Is Long,” The Chronicle of Higher Education, November 10, 2020, www.chronicle.com/
article/bidens-victory-has-elated-international-students-but-the-road-to-lasting-reformis-long.
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49 Scott Jaschik, “Appeals Court Backs Harvard on Affirmative Action,” Inside Higher Ed,
November 16, 2020, www.insidehighered.com/admissions/article/2020/11/16/appeals-courtbacks-harvard-affirmative-action.”
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Clery Guidance Edited Down
In October 2020, the US Department of Education changed the documents offering guidance around
the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act (Clery Act),
which requires institutions to collect and disclose campus crime statistics and other information
regarding campus safety. The department replaced a 265-page handbook with a new 13-page appendix
to a different handbook, one on student financial aid. Some observers welcomed the change, saying
compliance with the previous guidance was overly onerous, but others wondered whether the brevity of
the new guidelines will create additional problems and confusion. 51 Some observers speculate that the
Biden administration may revisit the guidelines.

Restoring DACA
For the first time since 2017, undocumented
immigrants brought to the US as children can
again apply for work authorizations and protection
from deportation under the Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program. Following a
court order in December 2020, the Department of
Homeland Security announced that it would resume
accepting new applications and renewal requests
under the program.50 In January 2020, President
Biden signed a memo to preserve DACA.

◆ For discussion
• How does the recent change in guidance around the Clery Act affect our institution?
• Are we in full compliance with the Act according to the new guidance?
• Does the updated guidance give us an opportunity to make our overall regulatory reporting activities
more streamlined?

◆ For discussion
• How do changes to the DACA program affect
our institution? Our employees? Our students?
• How can we better support our students in the
DACA program?
• Should our institution play a more active role
in trying to affect public policy around DACA
and other legislative or regulatory activities
pertaining to immigration?

50	Nomaan Merchant and Elliot Spagat, “US fully restores
protections for young immigrants,” Associated Press,
December 8, 2020, https://apnews.com/article/us-newsimmigration-courts-deferred-action-for-childhood-arrivalsprogram-771a675715be71e08fa309dfdb615e38.
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51 Kery Murakami, “No More Clery Act Handbook,” Inside Higher Ed, October 19, 2020, www.insidehighered.com/news/2020/10/19/
education-department-pulls-handbook-clery-act-requirements.
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Pay May Be in Play
Expect more attention on collegiate athletics from both legislators and the courts. In December
2020, the Supreme Court announced that it would hear an antitrust case concerning player financial
compensation that student athletes have made against the National Collegiate Athletics Association.
Meanwhile, more states are moving to join California, Colorado, Florida, Nebraska, and New Jersey in
enacting so-called NIL bills—legislation that grants name, image, and likeness (NIL) rights to student
athletes. Several US senators have also proposed variations on NIL legislation. 52
◆ For discussion
• How might a decision in favor of player financial compensation impact our institution, both in the
short term and the long term?
• If more NIL legislation is enacted, what kinds of changes in policies would our institution need
to make?
• How do our student athletes describe their experience at our institution—enriching? Exploitative?

More Cutting in Line?
As 2021 starts, one given is that the pandemic will likely depress state
appropriations for higher education. How deep any cuts will go, however,
may not be clear for some time. When COVID-19 hit, many states were in
two-year budget cycles that end in 2022. While 15 states did cut support
for higher education in 2020, the true effect of the pandemic on public
higher education spending may not come into focus until states start their
next budget cycles. 53
◆ For discussion
• What impact has the pandemic had so far on revenue and spending,
particularly for higher education, in our state?
• What kinds of changes in appropriations for higher education has our
state made or is it likely to make in 2021?
• As our state prepares for budgeting for 2022 and beyond, what impact
on funding should our institution expect—and how might we influence
the degree of any cuts in spending?

52 Leah Nylen and Juan Perez Jr.. “Supreme Court will hear NCAA case on college athlete pay,” Politico, December 16, 2020, www.politico.com/news/2020/12/16/supreme-court-will-hear-ncaa-caseon-college-athlete-pay-446336; Jackson Lewis, “Federal Name, Image, And Likeness Options Increase With New Senate Bill Proposal,” JDSupra News and Insights, December 14, 2020, www.
jdsupra.com/legalnews/federal-name-image-and-likeness-options-58869.
53	Daniel C. Vock, “Will federal relief for colleges come before more budget cuts do?,” EducationDive, November 6, 2020, www.highereddive.com/news/will-federal-relief-for-colleges-come-beforemore-budget-cuts-do/588531/.
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Food for Thought
Value Under Fire
Apart from their many other effects, the pandemic, the economic
downturn, and the 2020 election all helped to highlight the increasingly
more pointed questions that the public has about the inherent value of
higher education.
Surveying likely voters this past fall, a think tank found a little more
than half (55 percent) believe college is too expensive. Respondents
indicated that they want colleges and universities to do more to improve
affordability and access to higher education. 54 A similar study in 2019
found that while nearly four-fifths of Americans have high regard for their
local colleges, only a third think higher education writ large is fine the way
it is. Nearly all Americans (91 percent) believe it is important for colleges
and universities to be transparent and provide publicly available data
about key indicators of quality. 55

◆ For discussion
• What is our institution’s value proposition? Is it “clear, unique, and
compelling”?
• How effectively do we communicate our institution’s value
proposition? How do we know?
• What do our external stakeholders think about our institution?
How would they describe the value we provide to students, alumni,
and the community?

While many parents, students, legislators, and other stakeholders
often view college in terms of its financial return-on-investment (ROI),
colleges and universities of course also provide ROI in terms of helping
students to grow and learn as individuals and citizens. In an era when
more stakeholders may be focused directly on the bottom line, it may be
incumbent on institutions to do more to articulate all the value they imbue.
As one past president recently wrote, colleges and universities “need (a)
a clear, unique, and compelling value proposition that (b) is effectively
communicated to (c) a well-defined target audience.” 56
54 Madeline St. Amour, “Survey: Voters Want More Value, Transparency From College,” Inside
Higher Ed, December 18, 2020, www.insidehighered.com/news/2020/12/18/voters-wantincrease-value-college-perception-dips-pandemic.
55	Rachel Fishman, Sophie Nguyen, Alejandra Acosta, and Ashley Clark, “Varying Degrees
2019,” New America, September 10, 2019, www.newamerica.org/education-policy/reports/
varying-degrees-2019/executive-summary.
56 John Kroger, “10 Observations on COVID-19 and Higher Ed,” Inside Higher Ed, December
15, 2020, www.insidehighered.com/blogs/leadership-higher-education/10-observationscovid-19-and-higher-ed.
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One More Thing
Coming Soon . . .
The editors at LinkedIn News asked a cadre of experts in different fields to offer their ideas for “big ideas that will
change the world in 2021.” Several projections are likely to have a direct impact on colleges and universities:
»»

The pandemic will likely last longer than we might hope. Sheer logistics may slow the roll out of vaccines
that started in late 2020. Individual resistance to vaccines will also slow the process. The science is such that
researchers may have to produce several generations of vaccines in order to find ones that have maximum efficacy
and durability.

»»

Organizations will struggle to balance working conditions for employees who have been working at home
during the pandemic. Employees may lobby for continued options to work remotely. Employers may need
to rethink the design of office space they provide, perhaps shrinking the amount of space devoted to
physical offices while also redesigning office space to accommodate employees who are on campus
only part of the time.

»»

From air purifiers and disinfectants to computer firewalls and emergency communications
systems, employers will continue to need to take extra steps to protect personal safety.

»»

In the US and globally, the financial recession prompted by the pandemic will likely persist and may
well worsen.

»»

As a way of increasing public awareness about global warming, heat waves may get names, much like
hurricanes do today.

»»

Technology to support online learning will evolve rapidly. One example: a solution that enables students to “sit” and
learn together in groups of two to eight.

»»

We will see “continued growth and acceptance of digital worlds as viable replacements for in-person experiences and connections.”
Two examples: AI will gain a deeper foothold in everyday life, and blockchain will gain deeper acceptance for financial transactions. 57

◆ For discussion
• Do we expect that post-pandemic will be “business as usual,” or are we gearing up for reforms that substantively change the way we operate?
• How could our experiences with remote learning and remote working change the way we serve learners and support employees?
• How can we better prepare our institution for changes we see in technology, finance, the environment, and other critical areas?

57 Scott Olster, “24 Big ideas that will change our world in 2021,” LinkedIn News, December 9, 2020, www.linkedin.com/pulse/24-big-ideas-change-our-world-2021-scott-olster.
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About SCUP
At SCUP, we believe that by uniting higher education leaders, we can meet the rapid pace of
change and competition, advancing each institution as it shapes and defines its future. Through
connection, learning, and expanded conversation, we help create integrated planning solutions
that will unleash the promise and potential of higher education.

About Trends
Demographic shifts. Political changes. Social movements. The evolution of technology. These all affect
your institution. SCUP’s Trends for Higher Education helps you and your institution stay on top of the
major changes in the world around you. How? We scan a wide range of sources and identify significant
trends and movements outside of higher education. We help you anticipate how these trends might
affect your institution.
How can you use Trends?
Inform your environmental scanning or SWOT analysis • Support strategic planning efforts
Discuss the future of higher education • Serve as evidence to support your budget requests
Assist in program prioritization • Help develop new curricula
Join the Conversation
It’s impossible for us to identify every issue you may need to consider.
What did we miss? What did we get wrong? Tell us!
Email trends@scup.org • tweet @Plan4HigherEd #scuptrends • www.scup.org/trends
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